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Dear Mr. Sandow,

Last week The Philadelphia Orchestra broke the classical music
performance mold and turned the proverbial lemons into the
fizziest of champagne! When our much-anticipated opening of the
Carnegie Hall season was cancelled at the last minute due to a
stage labor strike, we announced a free concert at the Kimmel
Center, and within hours, more than 2,200 Philadelphians
gathered to hear our Orchestra -- I hope you were among them!

This special evening opened with a pre-concert conducting
competition, won by a nine year old who later led the Orchestra in
the finale from the William Tell Overture. Every participant that
stepped up to the podium had the rare treat of making a direct
connection with our musicians, and we were moved by the power
of those moments.

On the Verizon Hall stage the musicians of the Orchestra dressed
casually and colorfully -- and an equally informal and colorful
Yannick spoke often from the stage. Before the eagerly-received
encore we again broke with tradition when Yannick invited everyone to take out their cellphones and share the
music with their off-site friends. What an amazing sight -- hundreds of phones and iPads lighting up the concert
hall! Facebook and YouTube are already filled with the wonderfully spontaneous videos captured by our
audience.

I hope you will share our video with your friends so that they too may experience what the New York Times
referred to as New York's loss and Philadelphia's gain, and what spurred the many messages of appreciation we
have received, some of which I include below:
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What kind of orchestra lets you film them? The best kind! @PhilaOrchestra

WOW! Fantastic! I've never seen such energy in Verizon Hall... nothing short of magical.
I'm so happy I went. Kudos to the POA!!! Absolutely fabulous!

Whoever thought of it is really starting to understand the "next generation" of concert
goers. And the...open taping - another great idea!

What a soulful treat! Especially for a furloughed federal employee such as myself! ...a
heart-felt thank you to the Fabulous Philadelphians for tonight's spectacular
performance!

I brought 3 teenagers with me and they loved it! Thank you so much for an
unforgettable evening!

Future of #LiveMusic: pop-up @PhilaOrchestra concert - news thru #social, full house,
audience participation. Go @nezetseguin

On a night that will go down in Orchestra history, we made new friends from different quarters and backgrounds.
With so many young people and children in the audience, I know we were seeing our future. It was the right
moment to embrace and say thank you to our community.

I thank you for being there if you were with us, and I hope you share our joy -- and our Philadelphia pride -- in
this happy achievement.

Thank you!

Yours in Music,

Allison Vulgamore
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